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This report analyzes the potential of regulated sports 
betting in the New York state market and provides 
an estimate of the likely annual size of revenues that 
would be generated by legal sports betting in New 
York.

In preparing this estimate, the authors have drawn on 
analysis of relevant sports betting markets in the U.S. 
and international jurisdictions, publicly-available data 
regarding various aspects of New York’s economy, and 
their professional expertise. 
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Glossary

Gross Gaming Revenue (GGR): Top-line sports betting 
revenue, calculated by taking total amount wagered 
(handle) and subtracting the total amount paid out for 
winning bets.

Handle: The total amount wagered by customers.

Hold: The percentage of the handle retained by the 
sports betting operator as GGR. If a sportsbook makes 
$5 in GGR from $100 in handle, the hold would be 5%.  



Executive Summary
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NEW YORK STATE WOULD REALIZE THE MAXIMUM BENEFITS FROM A LOW-
TAX, HIGH-COMPETITION APPROACH TO ONLINE SPORTS BETTING. 

In Section 1 of this report, we compare three scenarios for introducing legal online 
sports betting to New York. Our conclusion is that the scenario with the highest 
number of eligible operators and the lowest tax rate produces the most revenue for 
state government. 

Additionally, a low-tax, high-competition environment should capture the maximum 
amount of demand that currently flows to illegal bookies and offshore sportsbooks. 
Capturing more demand from the illegal market means that more consumers will 
enjoy the safety and protections of a regulated market while also cutting down 
a source of revenue that has historically been attached or at least adjacent to 
organized crime. 

NEW YORK IS CURRENTLY SURRENDERING MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF TAX 
REVENUE A YEAR TO NEW JERSEY THANKS TO AN ABSENCE OF ONLINE 
SPORTS BETTING. 

In Section 2 of this report we detail the estimated outflow of sports betting demand 
from New York into the New Jersey market. Our conclusion is that New Yorkers 
currently make up a material portion of New Jersey’s market despite the need for 
New Yorkers to cross the border into New Jersey to place a bet.

The willingness of so many New Yorkers to engage in such travel despite the 
availability of illegal betting options that can be accessed within New York strongly 
suggests that New York consumers are clamoring for a legal, safe alternative to 
bookies and offshore sportsbooks and that consumers are willing to expend time 
and energy in order to choose a legal product.

$837MM

$166MM

Projected annual tax revenue from 
legal sports betting under a low-tax, 

high-competition scenario

Estimated amount that New Yorkers 
wagered at legal New Jersey 

sportsbooks in 2019

Source: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming

Source: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming



Section 1: Projections



New York Online Sports Betting Projections: Overview
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Conditions

Retail Sports Betting Tax Rate 8% 8% 8%

Online Sports Betting Tax Rate 12% 15% 12%

Online Sports Betting License Fee $12,000,000 $12,000,000 $12,000,000

Number Of Sports Betting Operators 7 7 10

Projected annual market size (GGR)

Online sports betting $970,419,491 $911,949,245 $1,233,627,494

Retail sports betting $34,408,226 $34,408,226 $227,063,080

Total NY sports betting revenue $1,004,827,717 $946,357,471 $1,460,690,574

Revenue To The State

Online License Fee Revenue $84,000,000 $84,000,000 $120,000,000

Total Annual Tax Revenue $119,202,997 $139,545,045 $166,200,346

Our analysis considers three potential ways that New York might authorize online sports betting. A summary of those scenarios 
and our revenue projection for each scenario is below. More detail on our projections for each scenario is available on subsequent 
slides and in Appendix A of this report.



New York Online Sports Betting Projections: Scenario 1
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Scenario 1: Online Tax 12%, Sports Betting Available At Upstate + Tribal Casinos

In Scenario 1, online sports betting would generate $970mm (or 96% of total 
GGR), reflecting the state’s limited, commercial retail footprint, as well as 
online-retail GGR splits observed in comparable sports betting markets such 
as New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 

Scenario 1 total GGR is slightly greater than Scenario 2 ($950mm), as Scenario 
1’s lower online tax rate means New York operators would be able to spend 
somewhat more aggressively on marketing and promotions—which are core 
drivers of GGR growth and illegal market capture. But Scenario 1 total GGR is 
significantly lower than Scenario 3 ($1.4bn) due mainly to Scenario 3’s much 
larger retail footprint and greater number of participating online operators.

$1.0BN

Total Sports Betting
GGR

Source: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming

$84MM

Total Sports Betting License 
Fee Revenue

$119MM

Total Sports Betting 
Tax Revenue

CORE ASSUMPTIONS

• Retail GGR taxed at 8%.

• Online GGR taxed at 12%.

• Retail licenses limited to four upstate 
resort casinos.

• Online licenses limited to four 
upstate resort casinos and three 
gaming tribes.

• Online license fee of $12mm.

• Online license holders can operate 
one online brand (skin) per license.



New York Online Sports Betting Projections: Scenario 2
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Scenario 2: Online Tax 15%, Sports Betting Available At Upstate + Tribal Casinos

In Scenario 2, online sports betting would generate $911mm (or 96% of total 
GGR), reflecting the state’s small retail footprint, as well as online-retail GGR 
splits observed in comparable sports betting markets.

Scenario 2 total GGR is slightly less than Scenario 1 ($1.0bn), as Scenario 2’s 
higher online tax rate means New York operators would be able to spend 
somewhat less aggressively on marketing and promotions—which are core 
drivers of GGR growth and illegal market capture. But Scenario 2 total GGR 
is well below Scenario 3 ($1.4bn) due mainly to Scenario 3’s more favorable 
online tax rate, its much larger retail footprint, and its greater number of 
participating online operators.

$946MM

Total Sports Betting
GGR

Source: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming

$84MM

Total Sports Betting License 
Fee Revenue

$139MM

Total Sports Betting 
Tax Revenue

CORE ASSUMPTIONS

• Retail GGR taxed at 8%.

• Online GGR taxed at 15%.

• Retail licenses limited to four upstate 
resort casinos.

• Online licenses limited to four 
upstate resort casinos and three 
gaming tribes.

• Online license fee of $12mm.

• Online license holders can operate 
one online brand (skin) per license.



New York Online Sports Betting Projections: Scenario 3
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Scenario 3: Online Tax 12%, Sports Betting Available Upstate, Tribal, + Downstate Casinos

In Scenario 3, online sports betting would generate $1.2bn (or 85% of total 
GGR). The online-retail split in Scenario 3 would tilt more heavily toward 
retail than in Scenarios 1 and 2 due to the addition of three downstate retail 
sportsbooks in and around the New York City area.

Scenario 3 total GGR is significantly greater than Scenarios 1 ($1.0bn) and 2 
($946mm). The major factor that differentiates Scenario 3 from Scenarios 1 
and 2 is supply. Three retail sportsbooks in and around New York City would 
capture downstate demand that would go uncaptured in Scenarios 1 and 2. 
On the online side, 10 brands (vs. 7 in Scenarios 1 and 2) would lead to higher 
levels of marketing and promotional spending, higher illegal market capture, 
and correspondingly higher levels of GGR.

$1.4BN

Total Sports Betting
GGR

Source: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming

$120MM

Total Sports Betting License 
Fee Revenue

$166MM

Total Sports Betting 
Tax Revenue

CORE ASSUMPTIONS

• Retail GGR taxed at 8%.

• Online GGR taxed at 12%.

• Retail licenses limited to four upstate 
resort casinos and three downstate 
casinos.

• Online licenses limited to four 
upstate resort casinos, three 
downstate casinos, and three 
gaming tribes.

• Online license fee of $12mm.

• Online license holders can operate 
one online brand (skin) per license.



The Connection Between Tax Rate And Illegal Market Capture
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Country Tax Rate Illegal Market Capture Rate

United Kingdom  15%  95%

Denmark 20% 88%

Italy 20% 80%

Spain 25% 70%

Portugal 41% 52%

France 45% 52%

WHY NEW YORK SHOULD NOT MOVE TAXE RATES FOR ONLINE SPORTS BETTING ABOVE 15%. While a number of factors 
impact the ability of the legal market to capture illegal market demand, the single most salient factor is tax policy. The effective 
tax levied upon legal sports betting operators (via direct tax, license fees, legislatively-mandated fees paid to leagues or other 
stakeholders, and so on) acts as a valve that subsequently controls how much operators can spend on marketing, pricing decisions, 
levels of reinvestment in product, and virtually every other aspect of the legal sports betting product.
 
A detailed analysis of illegal market capture is beyond the scope of this report, and the lack of precedent in the U.S. market would 
further complicate such analysis. However, research from international markets, summarized in the table below, suggests that a tax 
rate of between 10% and 20% is optimal for the purposes of maximizing illegal market capture. 

We note that the 15% online GGR tax we applied in scenario 2 of our projections is equivalent to a 20% effective tax. That is 
because New York sports betting operators, like most legal sports betting operators in the U.S., are subject to an additional federal 
tax on their handle (which can be best understood as a 5% tax on GGR). At that 20% effective rate, New York online sports betting 
operators would be on the outer edge of the optimal tax rate range for illegal market capture. Should New York policymakers 
impose an effective tax of greater than 20%, we expect such a decision would materially impact the ability of New York operators to 
capture illegal market demand.

Tax Rates And Illegal Market Market Capture Rates Of Major Sports Betting Jurisdictions

Source: Copenhagen Economics

https://www.copenhageneconomics.com/dyn/resources/Publication/publicationPDF/8/368/1478078895/copenhagen-economics-2016-licensing-system-for-online-gambling.pdf


Section 2: How Much Sports Betting Revenue
Is New York Losing To New Jersey?



How Much Sports Betting Revenue Is New York Losing To New Jersey?
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We used a blend of information provided by New Jersey sports betting operators and proprietary analysis to estimate 
the amount of sports betting activity that New York is losing to New Jersey. Our estimates, which we consider to be 
conservative, capture handle and GGR only. Although an economic impact analysis is beyond the scope of this report, we 
note that New York is not only losing sports betting activity to New Jersey, but also the indirect economic activity that is 
associated with sports betting (e.g., food and beverage spending).

$837MM

All numbers estimated. Source: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming

$57MM

$6MM

Total Amount New Yorkers Wagered In
New Jersey In 2019

Total GGR New Jersey Captured From New 
Yorkers In 2019

Total Sports Betting Tax Revenue New York Lost To
New Jersey In 2019



New Yorkers Are Traveling To Place Online Sports Bets In New Jersey
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The graphic at right, which shows online 
sports betting geolocation verification 
volumes on Super Bowl Sunday along the 
New Jersey-New York border, illustrates 
the extent to which New York City is 
serving as a feeder market for the New 
Jersey online sports betting market.

According to Geocomply data, geolocation 
verification volumes before and during the 
Super Bowl were highest in and around 
Hoboken, which is home to the Hoboken 
Terminal, a major transit hub that connects 
New York City and New Jersey.

In a vacuum, we would expect geolocation 
volumes in Jersey City (pop. 270,000) to 
be significantly greater than volumes in 
Hoboken (pop. 55,000). But as the graphic 
shows, Super Bowl geolocation volumes 
in Hoboken—which were inflated by 
commuting New York City bettors—vastly 
exceeded those in Jersey City.

In the ongoing absence of online sports 
betting in New York, the outflow of New 
York City bettors to New Jersey will 
continue. 

Source: GeoComply

Online Sports Betting At The New York-New Jersey Border: 
Geolocation Verification Volumes From 12p To 10p On Super Bowl Sunday
Every time a customer logs in to a legal online sports betting app, their location is verified by the 
app. The graphic below shows the relative volume of unique customer logins by location.



New Yorkers Are Traveling To New Jersey’s Retail Sportsbooks
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The graphic below is another lens through which to appreciate how significantly New York is boosting sports betting activity in 
New Jersey. The Meadowlands, which is a 30-60 minute drive from New York City, is massively outperforming not only a rival retail 
sportsbook in North Jersey (Monmouth Park), but also the state’s remaining retail sportsbooks in Atlantic City. For context, in 2019, 
the Meadowlands not only generated more retail GGR than all of Atlantic City’s sportsbooks combined, but also all of the state’s 
retail sportsbooks combined. In the ongoing absence of retail sports betting in New York City, the outflow of New York City bettors 
to New Jersey will continue. 

New Jersey Retail Sports Betting GGR In 2019: The Meadowlands vs. Other Retail Sportsbook Locations

Source: NJ Division of Gaming Enforcement

$ M

$5 M

$10 M

$15 M

$20 M

$25 M

$30 M

$35 M

Meadowlands Monmouth Pa rk Borgata Ocean Resort Resorts Bally's Tropicana Hard Rock Golden Nugget Harra h's



APPENDIX A: Forecasting Methodology



NY Online Sports Betting Revenue Methodology
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Unrestricted 
signup Marketing Tax rate Competitiveness Casino cross-sell

Nevada 40% 8% -8% 20% 0

New Jersey 0% 12% 4% -10% -10%

UK 0% $12,0 -1% 0% -10%

Denmark 0% 10 4% -5% -10%

Online GGR 
(unadjusted) $ value of adjustments Total adjustment Adjusted GGR

Nevada  $37  $15  $11  -$3  $7  $0  $30  $67

New Jersey $71 $0 $7 $3 -$7 -$7 -$4 $67

UK $61 $0 $0 -$1 $0 -$6 -$7 $54

Denmark $56 $0 $3 $2 -$3 -$6 -$3 $53

New York resident online sports betting baseline GGR: Our baseline analysis is grounded in the assumptions of Scenario 1 (12% online tax rate, 7 
operators). Total adult population was derived from the latest available Census data. Resident GGR was arrived at by taking the base GGRs for each 
comparable market and adjusting them based on the following factors: Marketing spend, unrestricted / restricted sign up, tax rate, competitiveness, and 
casino cross-sell. In the situation where a condition was anticipated to be favorable for the New York market, the GGR was adjusted positively. For example, 
we believe that New York operators will be able to be more aggressive with marketing than operators in New Jersey given the larger population, access to 
dedicated media markets, and reduced fragmentation. Given that, we would expect New York’s market to outperform New Jersey’s on a per capita basis if 
all other conditions were equal. The dollar amounts in the table below are rounded.

The “adjusted GGR” is our approach to normalizing the structural differences between the various markets. From there, we assessed the relative relevance 
of each market to the New York market in order to arrive at a weighted average GGR. Relative relevance reflects factors such as proximity, economic 
similarity, cultural similarity, density of professional and college sports, and regulatory harmony.
  

 Weighting
comps

Adjusted
GGR Weight

Nevada  $67  20%

New Jersey $67 35%

UK $54 35%

Denmark $53 10%

$61
FINAL NY ADULT RESIDENT ONLINE 

SPORTS BETTING GGR



Comparison: The Nevada Online Sports Betting Market
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Nevada is the most-established online sports betting market in the 
U.S., in operation since 2011. Nevada has a unique model for online 
sports betting in that consumers must visit a physical sportsbook 
location in order to complete the account creation process. Due 

to the relatively small size and fragmented nature of the market, online sports 
betting in Nevada features a product set that is well behind the types of 
products seen in mature markets like the United Kingdom. The market also 
lacks the complimentary online casino offering that has helped drive growth in 
markets like New Jersey.

Despite these limitations, Nevada’s locals (i.e., including residents but not 
tourists) online sports betting market is growing at a rapid clip, having doubled 
over the last four years and set for double-digit growth through the near-term, 
reflecting a fundamental shift in consumer preference toward online and mobile 
wagering options.  

$37
Estimated per capita (adult) annual online 

sports betting spend in Nevada locals 
market (2019)

Comparing Nevada’s online sports betting market to New York’s potential online sports betting market

Why It’s Relevant

• Most-established U.S. online sports betting market.

• Likely shares some operators and suppliers with the New 
York market.

• Largest online sports betting market in the country (soon to 
be overtaken by NJ).

Necessary Adjustments

• On-site registration dramatically hampers penetration.

• Product is less compelling than what we expect for the New 
York market. 

• Highly-fragmented market significantly depresses marketing 
spend.

• Minor local sports presence (Golden Knights only pro team).



Comparison: The United Kingdom Online Sports Betting Market
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The UK is arguably the most competitive regulated sports betting 
market in the world. The country is served by a wide variety of 
brands, ranging from international online sports betting specialists 
to entities with deep, local retail betting heritage. UK residents 

have their pick of sports betting options. Retail betting shops can be found in 
nearly every corner of the country; at the same time, online sports betting and 
mobile sports betting apps are offered by myriad brands. The UK market, with 
its relatively low tax rate, abundance of sports betting supply, and sports-hungry 
population, has also been a fruitful proving ground for innovation in online 
sports betting.

Of note, UK online sports betting operators, unlike their Nevada counterparts, 
benefit from online casino cross-sell and from an online sports betting customer-
registration process that is fully remote (i.e., no in-person sign-up required). The 
UK online sports betting market, although mature and and very well-served at 
this point, continues to grow at a steady, single-digit annual clip.

$61
Estimated per capita (adult) annual online 
sports betting spend in the UK, excluding 

racing (2019)

Comparing the UK’s online sports betting market to New York’s potential online sports betting market

Why It’s Relevant

• Most competitive, mature regulated sports betting market in 
the world.

• Useful analogue for understanding full potential of New 
York market.

• Market is still growing, but has exited the stage of rapid 
growth and is mature at this point.

Necessary Adjustments

• Superior economic conditions for New York consumers.

• Bets on racing are included in the number above; the market for 
racing in the UK is significantly larger than in the US.

• The vast majority of UK online sportsbooks also offer online 
casino and poker, which New York online sportsbooks will not.



Comparison: The New Jersey Online Sports Betting Market
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New Jersey, a relatively new entrant to the regulated U.S. sports 
betting landscape (launched June 2018), has quickly established 
itself as the most competitive sports betting market in America. The 
state’s nine casinos and five racetracks are each permitted to offer 

retail sports betting at their properties. Each casino or track is also allowed to 
offer online sports betting via up to three discrete brands. 

Of note, New Jersey online sports betting operators, like their UK counterparts, 
benefit from online casino cross-sell and from an online sports betting customer-
registration process that is fully remote (i.e., no in-person sign-up required). In 
the next five years, we anticipate that the New Jersey online sports betting 
market, driven by a mix of new supply, online casino cross-sell, and organic 
growth, will annually grow at a very healthy, double-digit rate.

$71
Estimated per capita (adult) annual online 

sports betting spend in NJ (at baseline 
maturity, ~2022)

Comparing New Jersey’s online sports betting market to New York’s potential online sports betting market

Why It’s Relevant

• Similar online sports betting model from a consumer point 
of view.

• Product is more in line with what we expect from the New 
York market.

• Closest comparison in geographic and economic terms.

Necessary Adjustments

• Operators are likely to more heavily market to the New York 
market due to the size of the opportunity.

• Lower proposed New York tax rate leaves additional room for 
marketing spend.

• New Jersey offers online casino and poker products, while New 
York will not.



The Impact Of Commuter Sports Betting On The New York Market
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GGR / NY Commuter Model

NJ Adult Commuter Population  264,856

CT Adult Commuter Population 22,414

Total Commuter Population 287,270

NJ As A % Of Total Adjusted Commuter Population  80%

CT As A % Of Total Adjusted Commuter Population 8%

Other As A % OF Total Adjusted Commuter Population 12%

Adjusted NJ GGR / Adult  $71

Adjusted CT GGR / Adult $65

Adjusted Other GGR / Adult $42.00

Weighted GGR / Adult $66.91

Transit Commuter Adjustment (Discount from total GGR)  45%

Driving Commuter Adjustment (Discount from total GGR) 65%

Adjusted GGR / Transit Commuter  $36.80

Adjusted GGR / Driving Commuter $23.42

Transit Commuters As A % Of Total Commuters  80%

Driving Commuters As A % Of Total Commuters 20%

Weighted GGR / NY Commuter $34.12

Commuter population was derived from data reported 
by the NYU Wagner Rudin Center and adjusted 
to account for population growth and changes in 
commuter behavior since the time of the study. We 
believe that our total commuter population number 
is aggressively conservative. We also adjusted 
the commuter population to account for “reverse” 
commuters (e.g., New Yorkers working in New Jersey) 
and to remove some amount of commuters under the 
legal betting age.

To arrive at a commuter GGR, we first took our GGR 
estimates for relevant commuter states (Connecticut, 
New Jersey, and other). We then arrived at a weighted 
average based on the relative contribution of each state 
to the New York commuter population.  Next, we applied 
discounts to that GGR to account for the fact that 
commuters are generally home on the weekend (when 
a reasonable amount of total betting activity takes place) 
and may balk at the annoyance of having to set up an 
additional account. We applied further discounts to the 
portion of the commuter population that drives alone to 
work versus the portion that utilizes transit or carpool.

Commuter population and GGR:

https://wagner.nyu.edu/files/faculty/publications/ManhattanCommuting_0.pdf
https://www.nj.com/opinion/2017/08/why_nj_commuters_subsidize_nys_economic_developmen.html


The Impact Of Tourist Sports Betting On The New York Market
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GGR / NY Tourist Model

NY Domestic Tourists  47,800,000

Adult Population Ratio 85%

Domestic Tourists CAGR 2010-2016 3.45%

NY Domestic Adult Tourists 42,031,735

NV Tourists  42,523,700

Adult Population Ratio 85%

NV Adult Tourists 36,145,145

NV LV Strip GGR $6,586,726,000

Sports Betting As A % Of LV Strip GGR 2.00%

LV Strip Sports Betting GGR $131,734,520

LV Strip Sports GGR / Adult Tourist  $3.64

Adjustment To Reflect NY Is < Sports Betting Tourist Destination Than LV Strip 33%

GGR / NY Tourist  $1.20

Online GGR / NY Tourist  $1.08

Retail GGR / NY Tourist $0.12

Tourist population was derived from data reported by 
NYC & Company, adjusted by 15% to remove tourists 
under the age of 21. There is little direct data on the 
question of how much tourists will spend on sports 
betting. Our analysis was informed by Nevada’s 
baseline, where tourists spend an average of $3.40 per 
adult each year on sports betting. 

While New York’s number should logically be lower, we 
considered a number of factors when deciding what 
discount to apply. First, sports tourism is no small part of 
the regular flow of tourists to New York. 

Second, there are a number of tourist cohorts who are 
more likely to return to New York multiple times a year, 
while the average Las Vegas tourist travels to the city 
less than two times a year. 

Third, many tourists are likely to have a sports 
betting app from their home state (e.g., New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania) that may have a corresponding app in 
New York, lessening the sign up and betting friction. We 
note as an example that Rivers has a presence in New 
Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania. 

Finally, we believe that the marketing and press around 
online sports betting in New York will be such as to 
organically raise the average tourist’s awareness of the 
activity above a critical minimum threshold.

Tourist population and GGR:

https://assets.simpleviewinc.com/simpleview/image/upload/v1/clients/newyorkcity/NYC_Company_NYC_Travel_Tourism_OverviewEW_dcf2eeb0-2f7b-4dfa-be7f-c4721564b60b.pdf


Scenario-By-Scenario Detail For Online Sports Betting Revenue
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Online sports revenue

Resident Population (Adult)  14,979,242  14,979,242  14,979,242

GGR / Local $61 $57 $78

Residents GGR $915,119,340 $860,212,180 $1,166,777,159

Tourist Population  42,031,735  42,031,735  42,031,735

GGR / Tourist $1.08 $1.02 $1.30

Tourists GGR $45,497,066 $42,767,242 $54,596,479

Commuter Population  287,270  287,270  287,270

GGR / Commuter $34 $31 $43

Commuter GGR $9,803,086 $8,969,823 $12,253,857

Total Online GGR $970,419,491 $911,949,245 $1,233,627,494

The table to the left provides the 
breakdown behind our online sports 
betting revenue projections for the 
three scenarios considered in this 
report.

We established a baseline GGR 
grounded in Scenario 1. We then 
adjusted the GGR per resident value 
in Scenario 2 and 3 to account for 
differences in marketing, competition, 
and illegal market capture.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Tax and fee revenue

Licenses  7  7  10

License Fee $12,000,000 $12,000,000 $12,000,000

License Fee Revenue $84,000,000 $84,000,000 $120,000,000

Tax Rate  12%  15%  12%

Taxable Revenue Base $970,419,491 $911,949,245 $1,233,627,494

Tax Revenue $116,450,339 $136,792,387 $148,035,299

Total Revenue $200,450,339 $220,792,387 $268,035,299



NY Retail Sports Betting Revenue Methodology
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NY adult pop within a 30 mile 
drive of at least one casino Total NY adult pop Triple weight on 30 miles

UK  $24  $242,714,099  $359,501,807  $271,911,026

NV $17 $171,922,486 $254,647,113 $192,603,643

DE Parlay $13 $131,470,137 $194,730,146 $147,285,139

Denmark $20 $202,261,749 $299,584,839 $226,592,521

Italy $21 $210,251,088 $311,418,441 $235,542,926

Spain $13 $131,672,398 $195,029,730 $147,511,731

France $5 $53,093,709 $78,641,020 $59,480,537

Average $16

New York resident retail sports betting baseline GGR: Our baseline analysis is grounded in the assumptions of Scenario 3 (12% online tax rate, 10 
operators). Total adult population was derived from the latest available Census data, as was population within a 30 mile and within a 60 mile drive of at least 
one casino. We identified seven comparable markets and took an average of their retail GGR. We then created a simple model which overweighted the 
likely contribution of the population within 30 mile drive versus the population within a 60 mile drive. We then averaged those two models to arrive at a final 
retail GGR per adult. All amounts below are rounded to the nearest dollar.

$14
FINAL RESIDENT GGR PER ADULT

(average of retail GGR avg + weighted to favor 30mi pop)

Extrapolation from retail GGRs of comparable markets

Combined average of all 
comparable markets 

(with triple weight 
on 30 miles)

$182,989,646

Implied GGR per adult

$12



Scenario-By-Scenario Detail For Retail Sports Betting Revenue
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Retail sports revenue

Resident Population  5,988,959  5,988,959  14,979,242

GGR / Local $14 $14 $18

Residents GGR $84,946,328 $84,946,328 $276,201,772

Tribal Share Of Residents GGR 60% 60% 20%

Adjusted Residents GGR $33,978,531 $33,978,531 $220,961,418

Tourist Population  4,203,174  4,203,174  42,031,735

GGR / Tourist $0.12 $0.12 $0.17

Tourists GGR $505,523 $505,523 $7,178,426

Tribal Share Of Tourists GGR 15% 15% 15%

Adjusted Tourists GGR $429,695 $429,695 $6,101,662

Commuter Population  N/A  N/A  N/A

Total Taxable Retail GGR $34,408,226 $34,408,226 $227,063,080

The table to the left provides the 
breakdown behind our online sports 
betting revenue projections for the 
three scenarios considered in this 
report.

We established a baseline GGR 
grounded in Scenario 3. We then 
adjusted the GGR per resident value 
in Scenario 1 and 2 to account for 
differences in marketing, competition, 
and illegal market capture. We 
also adjusted total population to 
account for the decreased access 
NY residents have to a casino in 
Scenarios 1 and 2.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Tax and fee revenue

Licenses  7  7  10

License Fee $0 $80 $0

Tax Rate  8%  8%  8%

Taxable Revenue Base $34,408,226 $34,408,226 $227,063,080

Tax Revenue $2,752,658 $2,752,658 $18,165,046

Total Revenue $2,752,658 $2,752,658 $18,165,046



APPENDIX B: Estimating New York’s Contribution To 
The New Jersey Market



Breaking Down The Outflow From New York To New Jersey
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NY lost how much ONLINE $ to NJ?

DK NJ Online Market Share 35%

% Of DK → NY 20%

FD NJ Online Market Share 40%

% Of FD → NY 25%

Remaining Operators Market Share 25%

% Of ROMS → NY 2%

NJ Online Activity Attributable To NY 18%

NJ Online Sports Revenue 2019 $244,382,403

Amount NY Lost To NJ (Revenue) $42,766,921

Amount NY Lost To NJ (Handle @ 6.5% Hold Rate) $657,952,623

Amount NY Lost To NJ (Tax Revenue @ 12% Rate) $5,132,030

NY lost how much RETAIL $ to NJ?

Meadowlands NJ Retail Market Share 55%

% Of Meadowlands → NY 40%

Monmouth NJ Retail Market Share 14%

% Of Monmouth → NY 8%

Remaining [Atlantic City] Operators Market Share 31%

% Of ROMS → NY 10%

NJ Retail Activity Attributable To NY 26%

NJ Retail Sports Revenue 2019 $54,943,194

Amount NY Lost To NJ (Revenue) $14,367,645

Amount NY Lost To NJ (Handle @ 8% Hold Rate) $179,595,565

Amount NY Lost To NJ (Tax Revenue @ 8% Rate) $1,149,412

TOTALS

Total Tax Revenue NY Lost To NJ In 2019 $6,281,442

Total GGR NY Lost To NJ In 2019 $57,134,566

Total Handle NY Lost To NJ In 2019 $837,548,189

All market share numbers estimated. Source: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming. Market totals source: New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement.



How Much Revenue Could New York Eventually Lose To New Jersey?
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We note that there is a real possibility that the outflow from New York to New Jersey could accelerate over time. We expect that any given state market will 
take up to five years to reach a state of baseline maturity (where the market exits the initial phase of double-digit annual growth). We believe it is reasonable 
to assume that the number of New Yorkers willing to travel into New Jersey has a similar potential to grow over time as more and more New Yorkers 
become familiar with the option. The chart below shows how we expect the overall New Jersey market to grow over the next few years, and the numbers to 
the right of the chart show the total annual loss for New York should New York continue to account for a share of the total New Jersey sports betting market 
similar to the share that New York accounts for today.

$1.56BN

Total  Amount New Yorkers
Could Wager In NJ

In 2022

$11MM

Total Tax Revenue New York
Could Lose To

New Jersey In 2022

$105MM

Total GGR New Jersey
Could Capture From
New Yorkers In 2022

Estimated New Jersey Sports Betting Revenue Through 2022
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Disclosure: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC is an independent research firm and is neither a registered 
broker dealer nor a registered investment advisor.  No information contained in this report shall 
constitute as a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell a security.  Individuals receiving this report 
should consult with an investment advisor or registered representative before making an investment 
decision related to any information contained in this report.  In addition, Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC 
either does, or may seek to do business with any company mentioned in this report.  This report was 
prepared for and distributed to clients of Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC.  If you are not the intended 
recipient and/or received this report in error, please delete this document and notify Eilers & Krejcik 
Gaming, LLC at dleary@ekgamingllc.com, or call 310-743-6239. This report is also protected by federal 
copyright law.  Any unauthorized review, dissemination, or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. By accessing, reading, storing, distributing and archiving this research report, you hereby 
agree, fully, and without dispute, to all terms and conditions outlined above.
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